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Playing bank-bank with
other people’s money

Deon Basson
Deon Basson is an author, honorary professor in auditing at the
University of Pretoria and a former forensic financial journalist,
who has been voted South Africa's Financial Journalist of the Year
in 1994, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2000 and 2002. The article below
is an extract from his book titled “Public Interest Warriors” to be
published soon.

IIn June 1984 the then Office for Financial Institutions inter-
nally debated the viability of warning the public against
investments in unregistered financial institutions. It was noted

at the time that such warnings should be dealt with cautiously
because entrepreneurs suffering damages may hold the registrar
of financial institutions culpable.1 

It was further noted that apart from the absence of statutory
immunity, the registrar was in principle bound to secrecy in
terms of legislation. "In the UK the Securities Investment Board
has the authority to warn the public against a specific investment
scheme and is protected by legislation against culpability."2

"Such actions form part of the debate as to how far the authori-
ties should go to protect the public against themselves.
Entrepreneurs are pivotal in taking risks and having risk capital at
their disposal. It is a characteristic of the capitalist system where
competition is enhanced that some enterprises will be unsuc-
cessful with resultant losses for investors and creditors."3

In conclusion it was stated that the
danger existed that warnings will cre-
ate expectations among members of
the public that the regulator will warn
them in all instances which would not
be possible.4

This philosophical and practical
debate about the degree of protection
by government has been raging in and
outside the corridors of regulators for
many years. In 1992, when the issuing of debentures by unlist-
ed operators was fashionable, I had an eye-opening encounter
with one such operator.

At the time, the SA Reserve Bank had referred the debenture
scheme of OTC Finance International, one of the smaller players
in the debenture market to the Commercial Branch of the SA
Police for further investigation.5

In a marketing document capitalism was praised as the only
"moral political and economic system in history."6 In a subse-
quent interview director Freek Viljoen voiced his severe displea-
sure with the SA Reserve Bank and me. He lectured me thor-
oughly about the virtues of capitalism quoting distinguished
American economist Milton Friedman extensively. He branded
the Reserve Bank and me as socialists who were destroying
wealth at an unprecedented scale.

Ironically, Viljoen was one of those operators who didn't believe
in disclosure by means of a prospectus. The morality he was
talking about certainly should have implied a high degree of
transparency. If not, it would seriously impede the freedom of

investors to take an informed decision.7

Viljoen's reference to Friedman was ill-founded. Even this lead-
ing protagonist of capitalism saw a need for intervention in cer-
tain circumstances: "The need for government in these respects
arises because absolute freedom is impossible. However attrac-
tive anarchy may be as a philosophy, it is not feasible in a world
of imperfect men. Men's freedom can conflict, and when they
do, one man's freedom must be limited to preserve another's…"
8

By the late 1980's I have had my fair share of experiences with
sly entrepreneurs not believing in disclosure but taking money
from the public and not making their promises good. 

Some of these schemes were business opportunity schemes9 and
others investment opportunity schemes10. Others, as the later
schemes of Zirk Engelbrecht11, were supposed to fall squarely
within the ambit of the Companies Act.

Most if not all of these earlier
schemes I had encountered, attracted
relatively modest capital from the
public. Initially millions, rather than
tens of millions or hundreds of mil-
lions of rands were the standard.

The mid-1980's saw the introduction
of Masterbond, a massive investment
scheme with a brand new but unspo-
ken philosophy behind it. Earlier

investment schemes were crude in the sense that it was risk or
venture capital invested in highly speculative unlisted equities.
Although sections of the investing public were and still are par-
ticularly gullible it is also probably true to say that a major por-
tion of the population is conservative and risk-averse.

Holding an old-fashioned savings account or savings deposit
with a bank thus remains until this day the norm for millions of
South Africans. Cash will always be part of investment portfolios.
Pensioners are particularly prudent and conservative because
they rely on their money in the bank for interest income.

By March 2007 total banking deposits held by individual South
Africans ran into almost R269bn12 which is equal to 15% of
South Africa's GDP.13 

By playing "bank" - well, almost! - and tapping into this massive
source of banking deposits is the best chance anyone has to raise
really vast sums of money from the public. Much more than the
old-style venture capitalists such as Engelbrecht could never
dream to do.

This is exactly what Masterbond did in the 1980's using deben-

By March 2007 total banking
deposits held by individual South
Africans ran into almost R269bn
which is equal to 15% of South

Africa's GDP.
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tures, participation mortgage bonds and property syndications as
a proxy in disguise to do "banking" business and attract "deposits"
from the public.

All they had to do was to offer a highly competitive "interest rate"
to lure investors away from banks and other alternative invest-
ment solutions. By informally and subtly depicting itself as a
"bank" made Masterbond a "trustworthy" institution. Mixing
property into the ingredients of the investment on offer created
the illusion that investor's money was safe and sound.

In doing so Masterbond crossed the Rubicon and raised hun-
dreds of millions of rands from the public.

In 1984 the then Registrar of Financial Institutions, Dr Robbie
Burton issued an investment warning to the public stating:

"The Acts applicable to financial institutions such as banks,
building societies, insurance companies, pension funds, unit
trust schemes, participation bond schemes, etc have been intro-
duced by Parliament to ensure that the investing public enjoys a
high measure of protection through the financial requirements
with which financial institutions registered in terms of these acts
must comply. Investors entrusting funds to unregistered persons
do not enjoy the protection afforded by the financial legisla-
tion."14 

The statement by Burton and the fact that Masterbond Partici-
pation Bond Trust Managers (Pty) Ltd (commonly known as
"Managers") could describe itself as a financial institution were
extensively used by Masterbond and its agents when soliciting
funds from the public during the ensuing years.15

In principle this tactics would be re-deployed by Sharemax a
decade or so later.16 

Masterbond got exempted from the Unit
Trust Control Act by virtue of a decision in
1984 by an assistant-registrar in the Office
of Financial Institutions, one A.J. Loubser.
Subject to certain conditions Masterbond
were then registered as a participation
mortgage bond scheme.17

The Office for Financial Institutions was the
frontrunner to the Financial Services Board
(FSB) and a division of the Department of
Finance.

Burton's statement was reprinted by Master-
bond in bold in a marketing brochure. The marketing brochure
added salt and pepper saying, among others, that "registered
financial institutions have to meet numerous financial require-
ments, all aimed at safeguarding investors' and depositors'
(author's emphasis) funds. And to ensure that they adhere to the
regulations their affairs are regularly scrutinized (author's empha-
sis) by the registrar."18

Very broadly speaking, there appears to be two options for
entrepreneurs wishing to raise funds from the public. Either you
get a banking license in terms of the Banks Act enabling you to
raise deposits19 or you establish a public company, register a
prospectus in compliance with all the relevant requirements of
the Companies Act and raise risk capital from the public.20 

Masterbond and several other companies during that time chose
to sidestep, among others, the Banks Act and the Companies
Act. The result was that investors were left unprotected.

The Nel Commission cited section 116 of the Companies Act
which provides that a company, if so authorized by its memo-
randum or by its articles, may create and issue secured or unse-
cured debentures.21

Such an issue of debentures may be subject to a trust deed
appointing a trustee for the debenture holder, who, in terms of

section 122 may not be a director or officer of the company issu-
ing the debentures.22

Judge Nel was pertinent about the lack of protection to deben-
ture holders: "…no limit is placed on the value of the debentures
issued and the trustee has no independent right of access to the
books and records of the borrowing company."23 

Masterbond subsidiaries such as Marina Martinique and Fan-
court, who each had a share capital of a mere R100 and no
reserves, issued debentures to investors for more than R50m
each.24

Debentures are debt by definition and it speaks for itself that the
risk associated with such an immensely highly geared balance
sheet will almost always be unbearable.

Judge Nel pointed to various international examples where lim-
its are in place. In Japan the amount of debentures for which
subscriptions are to be invited shall not exceed the net amount
of the existing assets of the company as shown by the last bal-
ance sheet.25

In Korea it shall not be more than twice the stated capital and
the reserve fund26 and in Thailand it may not exceed the paid-
up capital.

Too high gearing (debt as % of shareholders' funds) is likely to be
a risk factor for many a business. More so for a property related
business. Couple this high gearing with short term funding and
you have a recipe for disaster.

During the period 1984 to 1991 Masterbond attracted funds in
excess of R1bn from more than 20 000 members of the public.
The bulk of these funds were solicited as short-term investments

without the issue of a single prospectus.27

During the 13 month period ending 31
March 1991 the inflow of debenture
monies amounted to about R502m which
were roughly R300m in excess of the bud-
get. Six months later Masterbond col-
lapsed.28 

Although this classical case study is not in
all respects comparable with South African
debenture disasters the liquidation of
Trustees Executors & Agency Co (TEA) in
Australia29 in the early 1980's illustrate the
high risk attached to high gearing and short

term funding of property assets.

TEA was the first trustee company to be formed in Australia
going back to the 1800's. For many years its share capital
remained cosily small amounting to only A$280 000 in 1972.
Total shareholder's funds were then A$1,7m and profits were
under pressure resulting from high costs and poor technology
but the company was conservatively geared. TEA had at that
time nearly A$200m off balance sheet assets under manage-
ment.30

As a solution to the problem a money market operation was pro-
posed. At the 1972 annual meeting the chairman Thomas Webb
told shareholders the company was "ever mindful of the desir-
ability of exploring wider avenues of business activity and ser-
vices."31

TEA believed it could "make better arrangements with respect to
cash to balances standing temporarily in the accounts of our
beneficiaries and clients.", he said. By handling it in bulk, rather
than individually, TEA could generate higher rates of interest.32

So TEA went into client interest-bearing deposits (CIB's), initially
with the idea to relend the money in the market on bonds, bills
or inter-company loans. There were constraints as the company
had to register a prospectus if it wished to actively solicit funds.

Masterbond and several
other companies during that

time chose to sidestep,
among others, the Banks Act
and the Companies Act. The

result was that investors
were left unprotected.
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The board decided it would only accept CIB's if requested by
clients.33

But the line between soliciting funds and suggesting to clients
that they should seek information about deposits is a fine one.
The company failed to register a prospectus as it would erode
profits. Clients were essentially asked to lend money unsecured
to TEA.34

In September 1980 the board vetoed the use of funds to acquire
property. But soon afterwards property ven-
tures were frequently funded with CIB funds
with the board's concurrence. Even if the
board did not specifically authorize all prop-
erty deals they should have known about it.35 

A persuasive man called Peter Bunning who
joined TEA in 1974 was the driving force
behind moving into property. He was
appointed to the board and as chief execu-
tive in 1980.36

The two key ingredients for disaster were by
1980 evident on TEA's balance sheet - a high-
ly geared balance sheet and short term funding.

As Trevor Sykes, author of The Bold Riders - Behind Australia's
Corporate Collapses puts it: "It is inherent in any market opera-
tion that the liquidity of the assets should match the liquidity of
the liabilities. If clients call more cash than the operator can raise
immediately by liquidating securities, the operator may borrow
to bridge the gap, but such borrowings should be essentially
temporary to follow an orderly liquidation of securities."37

Then Sykes makes a very pertinent point: "Property is one of the
most illiquid assets, particularly uncompleted development
property."38

By June 1980 TEA had assets at book value of A$108m of which
A$102m was funded with borrowings. The bulk of this was of
course deposits from clients which had soared from A$5,1m in
1974 to A$133,6m in 1982.39 The pattern that would lead to
TEA's demise was by 1980 well established.

With only A$6m in shareholders' funds TEA had committed itself
to property ventures of A$26m between 1980 and 1982.40 Prof-
its on early property investments merely served to whet the
appetite of Bunning and others.41

In 1980 the property market in Australia was
buoyant. TEA launched on this wave enthu-
siastically. By the second half of 1982 Aus-
tralia was suffering from a short but severe
recession. Interest rates rose, GDP growth
was negative for the first time in 30 years
and the buoyant property market suddenly
receded.42 

High interest rates forced commercial prop-
erty yields up and property prices fall. TEA
was caught badly exposed.43

Disclosure to shareholders and the board
was poor to the extent that they could not
grasp accurately what the companies' expo-
sure to property was.44 Couple this with
property revaluations and creative account-
ing45 and it is clear that shareholders had
been kept in the dark.

Bankruptcy was the inevitable outcome and Bunning paid the
price for receiving secret commissions and falsifying the financial
statements. He was sentenced to nine months in jail, a fine of
$A30 000, a modest fine of A$1 800 and ordered to repay
bribes of A$27 225 for accepting the secret commissions and
three years in jail for the falsified financial statements. The two
jail sentences ran concurrently.46

In 1992, a year after Masterbond's collapse, another debenture
venture named Supreme Holdings went into liquidation in

South Africa.47 Here property was not the major ingredient as
the scheme invested, among others, through shares and loan
accounts into listed furniture companies such as Supreme Indus-
trial Holdings and Profurn.48

It was impossible to gauge the liquidity of the scheme accurate-
ly because the company refused to make available financial
statements.49 What was known about the scheme however left
me with a degree of discomfort.

Analysis showed a high probability that liabil-
ities exceeded assets with a big margin. If
that was not the case, then the best case
scenario was that the company operated
with a high gearing.

Although Supreme Industrial Holdings and
Profurn were listed companies these were
speculative assets. They could not that easi-
ly be sold if the need arose. In a liquidity
sense they were not much different from an
investment in property.

A substantial part of the assets consisted of the relatively illiquid
debtors' book of Profurn anyway.50

Contrary to section 128 of the Companies Act the directors of
Supreme Holdings were initially reluctant to make available
their debenture register for inspection. Financial director
Rocque Hafner told me that Standard Bank would not make
available its register of deposits for inspection. It was a strange
argument because he went to town in explaining that Supreme
was not a deposit-taking institution or a second Masterbond.51

Hafner later conceded that he was wrong on this point.52

Supreme's debentures were issued at nominal rates of between
18 - 20%. At the time (April 1992) the 12-month fixed deposit
rate was 14,5%53 suggesting a hefty premium above market relat-
ed rates. This was a clear indication of high risk.

At the time Finansies & Tegniek stopped publishing Supreme's
quoted interest rates on its statistical pages.54

On 28 October 1992, former TrustBank public relations manag-
er Jaap Metz organized a lunch meeting at Ellis Park's Touch-
down for Finansies & Tegniek editor Gert Marais and me with
Supreme chairman Edward Ronbeck. Ronbeck appeared

extremely nervous and irritated by our ques-
tions.

He blamed the Masterbond scam for
Supreme's difficulty to roll over debentures
and envisaged selling some unlisted assets.
Furthermore Supreme Industrial Holdings
would repay debt of R50m to Supreme
Holdings. The repayment would be funded
with the issue of new debentures of R80m
by a subsidiary of Supreme Industrial Hold-
ings.55

The debentures were issued for various
terms. For 12 months the nominal rate was
16,25%, for 24 months it was 15% and for
36 months 14,5%. For amounts exceeding
R200 000 the rates were negotiable.56

At the time the big banks offered rates of
12,5% to 12,75% for one year, 11,5% to

12% for two years and the same for three years.57

Supreme did much better but clearly the risk profile was sub-
stantially higher and its liquidity squeeze was pretty evident.

It didn't come as a big surprise when Ronbeck, a lawyer by train-
ing, approached the court less than three weeks later with a liq-
uidation application.

Analysis shortly after liquidation showed that listed assets were
then worth R118m and liabilities ran into R298m.58 Six weeks
later, a report from Peter Goldhawk, forensic investigator of the

The two key ingredients 
for disaster were by 1980
evident on TEA's balance
sheet - a highly geared 
balance sheet and short

term funding.

Supreme did business as 
an insolvent company for 

at least two years. The 
directors knew about it 
but kept the fact away 

from investors. Likewise
they showed very little

respect for the law, their
responsibilities in terms of

the Companies Act and 
regulatory authorities. 
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then Coopers Theron Du Toit revealed that the directors of
Supreme Holdings acquired an interest of 80% in the company
for a mere R4 000. It also transpired that the assets of the com-
pany were only worth about R83m.59

A highly emotional meeting of debenture holders on 26 Febru-
ary 1993 at the then Rand Afrikaans University underlined the
dangerous nature of schemes with little capital. In fact, perpe-
trators of such schemes should attend such a meeting as a pro-
bation exercise before they embark on their ambitious plans to
raise capital from elderly investors.

In 1994, an affidavit compiled by the liquidators exposed the
scheme for what it really was. Supreme's overheads and interest
payments exceeded its revenue. Nevertheless, the group sur-
vived for more than six years because it kept on issuing deben-
tures. In a sense it worked like a chain letter demanding more
and more money from the public.60 

Supreme did business as an insolvent company for at least two
years. The directors knew about it but kept the fact away from
investors. Likewise they showed very little respect for the law,
their responsibilities in terms of the Companies Act and regula-
tory authorities.61 

Substantial amounts were transferred to secret accounts for the
benefit of directors. Brokers who were selling the debentures to
the public were mostly badly informed and qualified and
advised their clients wrongly. Many of them were employed by
banks and financial institutions.62

Supreme's interest rates were high, possibly the highest in the
market. The company paid a commission to brokers which were
higher than that paid by "normal" financial institutions.63

Marketing brochures consisted of sales talk only and disclosed
little facts. No attempt was made to disclose information
required by the Companies Act. Truth played a minor role in the
sales drive. The latter was nothing more than an organized and
mischievous attempt to feed the public with misrepresenta-
tions.64

Masterbond, Supreme and TEA all fall victim to a low capital
base, high gearing and an illiquid balance sheet. Now, more
than a decade later, the various syndication companies con-
trolled by Sharemax Investments are disregarding the historic
lessons by trading in factual insolvent circumstances.65

Factually insolvent or not

Andre Prakke's
view
Not one of these
syndications are
financially sound
from an income
generating point of
view. They are all
factually insol-
vent.66

The negative
shareholders' value
is largely due to
the fact that the
expenses of Share-
max are taken
upfront by the syn-
dication company
and written off as
goodwill. There is
no value added for
investors. There is
in actual fact value
destruction on a
large scale.67 

True, in a property bull market it is possible to move out of fac-
tual insolvency by selling properties for a profit as had in fact
happened with some Sharemax properties.69 But while being
factually insolvent the risk attached to that is solely being carried
by the investor and not by Sharemax.

Liquidity (the ability to convert assets such as property into cash
and to repay creditors when required) should be judged from
both a company and investor perspective. Property, as we have
seen above, is an illiquid asset. In the case of Sharemax each
syndication company owns a property or two making the asset
side of its balance sheet by definition illiquid.

The 2006 audit of various syndication
properties (sic) revealed that some of the
companies were technically solvent.
All the properties are not revalued annual-
ly, due to the cost implication thereof.
Were more regular revaluations possible,
the picture might have been different.
When looking at the capital growth
achieved by the investors of the buildings
(sic) that have been sold, the technical sol-
vency of the companies at some stages is
clearly irrelevant. Solvency only becomes
an issue if the buildings are sold. It has
been proven that all properties that have
been sold, or are in the process of being
sold achieved a capital gain above the
total syndication value including all the
syndication costs.
The syndications all meet their monthly
obligations. All the investors receive their
monthly income as projected. It is not
clear how the syndications can be
described as to be "not financially sound".68

ACT Audit Solution’s view

ACT Audit 
Solution's view72

The definition of a
donation in terms of
section 55 of the
Income Tax Act is "any
gratuitous disposal of
property including any
gratuitous waiver or
renunciation of a
right." 
This is clearly not the
case when a company
loans money to buy a
property or shares in a
property company.
None of the deben-
ture holders who are
also shareholders,
have waived their
right to their loan cap-
ital.
A market related inter-
est rate is paid on the
loans. The loans are
repaid when the
shareholders sells his
(sic) linked unit. The
loans are also repaid if
the building is sold.
Here is an extract
from a syndication
company's financial
statements that
describes the loans
from shareholders:
"The loans bear inter-
est at a rate of 11,37%
per annum and are
unsecured. The loans
from the company to
the shareholders will
be repaid in the event
of selling the invest-
ment property of the
group. In the event of
…liquidation… or on
disposal of the invest-
ment property, any
dividend which may
be available for distri-
bution will be dis-
tributed among the
shareholders pro rata
to their shareholding
in the company…The
maturity of non-cur-
rent borrowings is
later than 5 years.

Gift or loan?

Andre Prakke's view71

A further point of concern is the
fact that as per paragraphs 9 and
10 of the Waterglen prospectus73

the debentures that the company is
issuing to the syndicators will rank
a pari passu in all respects to the
company's ordinary share capital
and have no special rights attached
thereto. The loans or debentures
are not repayable and will only be
redeemed on the disposal of the
assets of the company, the fixed
property, being it a voluntary or
compulsory liquidation. The
prospectus states that in all circum-
stance the loans or debenture
holders will rank pari passu for the
distribution rights of the sharehold-
ers holding ordinary shares.
They therefore have no preference
to shareholders as specified in the
Companies Act.
The fact that these debentures are
never redeemable, have no special
rights, share in the equal distribu-
tion as per the ordinary sharehold-
ers' rights in the company's assets at
date of liquidation means that
these debentures are nothing more
than a gift to the company by the
investor. I base my opinion upon
the following assertion: "There
must be an obligation on the
receiver to return an equivalent to
what he has received: hence if one
person gives another a sum of
money but it is agreed that it is not
to be repaid, the transaction is not
a loan". This was conferred in the
case of Mahomed and Son v
Horvitch's Estate, 1 928 (AD1). The
Income Tax Act goes further in stat-
ing in section 55(1): "Donations
means disposal of property includ-
ing the gratuitous waiver or renun-
ciations of a right."
The redemption and rights of these 
debentures or loans have in other 
syndications been verified by
the auditors when they state in the
balance sheet that the company
has
no obligation to repay the loan
accounts whatsoever or alternative-
ly the loans are never to be repaid.
It is my contention that in such
cases this is a gift to the company
as it is not share capital and it is not
a loan.
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To match this illiquidity of assets the repayment term of liabili-
ties - which are loans from investors - is manipulated. These
loans are according to financial statements of various earlier syn-
dication companies only payable when the company is liquidat-
ed (in practice these loans were in a number of instances paid
back shortly before voluntary liquidation from the net proceeds
of property sales).70 

Let's take stock by looking briefly at the nature of the scheme. In
essence two companies form part of a syndication scheme - a
private company and a public company. 

Let's say the syndication is for R100m and the property to be
syndicated is acquired for R80m. Sharemax would then sell
100% of the shares in the private company (at that stage a shell
company with no assets) to the public company for R20m once
that amount had been solicited  from the public by the public
company.  

Once the remaining R80m had been canvassed, the public com-
pany would then lend that amount to the private company to
acquire the property. That loan will be for a period of 30 years
but the period may be extended.74

Clearly the ability of the public company to redeem debentures
is further restrained by this loan agreement between the public
and the private company.

Be as it may be, these loans were repaid in certain instances
when properties were sold. That seems to be the only legal
avenue left enabling investors to recover their investment. Prob-
lem with that is that the decision to sell is taken by a board dom-
inated by Sharemax and has to be ratified by special resolution
(75% majority) by a general meeting. It follows logically that
individual choice of investors is severally hampered.

Given the 30-year payback period written into the respective
agreements between private and public companies, it would
appear that the early selling of properties was not really part of
the game plan at the outset. It only emerged later-on as a con-
tingency strategy, probably as a result of mounting pressure.75

It must further be remembered that Sharemax initially boasted
unashamedly about the secondary market it had created in the
shares and debentures of the various syndication companies.
Instead of selling properties this appeared to be the preferential
option to create liquidity for investors.

Resale market puzzle

Interestingly recent Sharemax prospectuses play down the exis-
tence of a secondary market: "Investors themselves are therefore
on risk as unlisted shares and the claims (also known as deben-
tures or loans) are not readily marketable and should the com-
pany fail this may result in the loss of the investment to the
investor." 80

The statement is clearly much more cautious than the earlier
ones by Botha and Schoeman. It cannot be said with certainty
that this new approach was a result of Prakke's report. Howev-
er, it would have made sense to take guidance from regulations
published in the Government Gazette in December 1994.81

The Gazette deals with so-called "commercial paper". By defini-
tion the debentures issued by Sharemax syndications appear to
be commercial paper in that they are issued in terms of the
Companies Act.

The Gazette prohibits market making in unlisted commercial
paper with a term of longer than five years. By ACT Solution's
version the repayment term of debentures is longer than five
years.

Perhaps this goes a long way to explain why Sharemax later-on
embarked on a contingency strategy to sell properties. Fact of
the matter is, as the clock ticks on, more and more investors
would consider cashing in their investments. The number of
investors is growing by the day making the risk of a future liq-
uidity squeeze so much greater.

In that context the introduction of the Sharemax Premium prod-
uct should be considered. 

In essence it means that Sharemax opens a corporate savings
account with Nedbank for individual investors where they can
invest as little as R100 per month.82

Willie Botha’s founding
affidavit

For every R1000,00 invested by an
investor R999,99 is regarded as a loan,
whereas the balance is regarded as hav-
ing purchased the share. The (credit)
loan account and the share are linked
which compels the investor to sell his
shares with the (credit) loan account.
Contrary to Respondent's negative asser-
tions there exists a good market for
resales. At present it amounts to more
than R3m per month. No investor has
been unable to relinquish his or her
investment promptly. Resales in the first
year cost an investor 7% of capital. This
is deducted to fund the broker network
who produce a substitute investor.
Applicant makes nothing on resales. The
7% is thus not raised as a penalty fee…76

Current resales of R3
million per month as
suggested by Applicant
on a book of R1,5bn
equates to a annualized
liquidity factor of 1,4%
which is modest. Expe-
rience with other unlist-
ed companies (such as
PSCGG in 2002 and
2003) has shown that
once the desire to sell
grows there are no guar-
antees that the demand
will be sufficient to
entertain all sell orders.
It is one of the known
and well published
inherent risks of an
unlisted market.77

The first serious contra-
vention of Sharemax is
providing a trading facil-
ity for prospective pur-
chasers of already
issued and held linked
units in current syndica-
tions (resale). In order to
achieve this Sharemax
must accept deposits
from the public, offer a
trading environment
where trading of securi-
ties can take place and
sellers can meet pur-
chasers. In order to do
this Sharemax does not
only contravene the
Securities Services Act
but also the Banks
Act…The combined
contraventions of these
Acts and the Banks Act
are serious contraven-
tions."78

I now have actual figures to
hand, not merely estimates. As
director of administration of
Sharemax I can state that re-
sales amounted to R90m for
2005. So even where there
were substantially higher num-
ber of re-sales than estimated
when the founding affidavit
were deposed to by Mr Botha,
what is clear is that there is a
healthy market for re-sales and
that no investors were "stuck"
with their investment (as can be
the case in the unlisted market).
The phenomenon of shares in
the unlisted market being diffi-
cult to dispose of is not applica-
ble to Sharemax."79

Deon Basson’s
answering
affidavit

Prakke report Stefan Schoeman’s
affidavit
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Sharemax then pools these contributions of individual investors
and make tranche investments in banking deposits, collective
investment schemes, bridging finance and (of course) in unlisted
property investments.83

The investments are registered in the name of Sharemax Admin
(Pty) Ltd.84 Key point is that the investor loses control of his or
her money as Sharemax Premium is virtually given carte blanche
to deal with the savings account.85

It is a technical argument whether this is deposit taking activities
or not. Forget about the legal form for a moment. In substance
this is doing banking and portfolio investment business. It
smacks of a desperate attempt by Sharemax to create liquidity.

It is not stated clearly to what extent the monies generated by

Sharemax Premium would be used for secondary deals. It is not
as if investors through Sharemax Premium are indemnified from
a lack of liquidity themselves: "The client understands that
should the client wish to terminate the client mandate while still
locked into a tranche or tranches the client will stay in that spe-
cific tranche or tranches until that tranche comes to an end." No
indication is given how long this may take.

Certainly Masterbond, TEA, Supreme and Sharemax are differ-
ent in certain respects. But those who nullify or disregard the
common characteristics and risk profile would make a grave
mistake.

Declaration of interest: Basson is involved in litigation with Share-
max.
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